…………………………………………………………………………………. Learning Objectives

Week

Engage

Develop

Science

Art & Design

Add embellishments and
decorations to enhance a
form or sculpture.

Computing

D&T

Use ICT responsibly, securely and safely.
Locate and name geographical features on an Ordnance
Survey map.
Locate and name geographical features on an Ordnance
Survey map.
Describe how physical activity has impacted and / or
changed the physical and human characteristics of a place
in the world.
Describe how physical activity has impacted and/or
changed the physical and human characteristics of a
place in the world.
Describe and explain how physical processes have changed
the characteristics of a landscape, country or continent

Co 5 Use search technologies
effectively, appreciate how results are
selected and ranked, and be discerning
in evaluating digital content.

Innovate

Express

History

Locate the countries of Europe (including Russia), North
and South America.

Identify how water changes state, using the correct
terminology and relate these key processes to the water
Use and combine a variety of software
cycle.
.Investigate, combine and
and internet services on a range of digital
organise visual and tactile
devices to accomplish given goals, including
Explain the effect of heating and cooling on a range of qualities of materials and
collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting
substances, including water.
processes when making
data and information.
something.
Make decisions about different enquiries, including
Use and combine a variety of software and
recognising when a fair test is necessary and begin to Investigate, combine and
internet services on a range of digital devices to
identify variables.
organise visual and tactile
accomplish given goals, including collecting,
qualities of materials and
analysing, evaluating and presenting data and
processes when making
Choose appropriate ways to record and present
information.
something.
information, findings and conclusions for different
audiences (e.g. displays, oral or written explanations).

AD 2 Improve their
mastery of art and design
techniques, including
drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of
materials (e.g. pencil,
charcoal, paint, clay).

Geography

Co 6 Select, use and combine a variety
of software (including internet services)
on a range of digital devices to design
and create a range of programs,
systems and content that accomplish
given goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and presenting
data and information.

Ge HP 1 Describe and understand key aspects of
physical geography, including: climate zones,
biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, mountains,
volcanoes and earthquakes, and the water cycle.

DT TK 1 Apply their
understanding of how
Ge HP 2 Describe and understand key aspects of
to strengthen, stiffen
and reinforce more human geography, including: types of settlement
complex structures. and land use, economic activity including trade

links, and the distribution of natural resources
including energy, food, minerals and water.

Identify what has
Describe patterns in geography and offer clear worked well and what
explanations for why they appear (e.g. a number could be improved,
of hotels and restaurants are found at the
evidencing and
seaside).
explaining the results
of research.
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